In [l] it was proved that a finite dimensional partially ordered vector space V has the Hahn-Banach extension property if and only if every nonempty set of elements in V bounded from above has a least upper bound. The methods used in [l] are used to prove that the least upper bound property and the extension property are equivalent. The assumption of finite dimensionality is dropped. The terminology and results of [l] are assumed. Some of these will be repeated for easy reference. Let (V, C) be a partially ordered vector space (OLS) with positive wedge C, (i.e., Vis a real linear space with a nonempty subset C, such that C+CEC, tCEC, t^O. The wedge C determines an order relation, u^v if u-vEC, which is transitive and u^v implies tu^tv and u-\-w~^v-\-w, fSiO, wEV). The wedge C is lineally closed if every line in V intersects C in a set which is closed relative to the line. The OLS (V, C) has the least upper bound property (LUBP) (or is a boundedly complete vector lattice) if every set of elements with an upper bound has a least upper bound (not necessarily unique). An OLS (V, C) has the Hahn-Banach extension property (HBEP) if given (1) a real linear space Y, (2) a linear subspace X of Y, (3) a function p: Y->V which is sublinear, (i.e., p(y)+p(y') ^p(y+y') and p(ty) = tp(y), y, y'EY, t^O) and (4) a linear function/: X->V such that p(x) z^f(x) for all xEX, then there is a linear extension F: Y->F of / such that p(y) ^ F(y) for all yEY. It is proved in [2], [3] that (V, C) has the LUBP if and only if (V, C) has the HBEP and C is lineally closed. Thus the Theorem. An OLS (V, C) has the LUBP if and only if (V, C) has the HBEP.
In [l] it was proved that a finite dimensional partially ordered vector space V has the Hahn-Banach extension property if and only if every nonempty set of elements in V bounded from above has a least upper bound. The methods used in [l] are used to prove that the least upper bound property and the extension property are equivalent. The assumption of finite dimensionality is dropped. The terminology and results of [l] are assumed. Some of these will be repeated for easy reference. Let (V, C) be a partially ordered vector space (OLS) with positive wedge C, (i.e., Vis a real linear space with a nonempty subset C, such that C+CEC, tCEC, t^O. The wedge C determines an order relation, u^v if u-vEC, which is transitive and u^v implies tu^tv and u-\-w~^v-\-w, fSiO, wEV). The wedge C is lineally closed if every line in V intersects C in a set which is closed relative to the line.
The OLS (V, C) has the least upper bound property (LUBP) (or is a boundedly complete vector lattice) if every set of elements with an upper bound has a least upper bound (not necessarily unique). An OLS (V, C) has the Hahn-Banach extension property (HBEP) if given (1) a real linear space Y, (2) a linear subspace X of Y, (3) a function p: Y->V which is sublinear, (i.e., p(y)+p(y') ^p(y+y') and p(ty) = tp(y), y, y'EY, t^O) and (4) a linear function/: X->V such that p(x) z^f(x) for all xEX, then there is a linear extension F: Y->F of / such that p(y) ^ F(y) for all yEY.
It is proved in [2] , [3] that (V, C) has the LUBP if and only if (V, C) has the HBEP and C is lineally closed. Thus the Theorem. An OLS (V, C) has the LUBP if and only if (V, C) has the HBEP. The theorem will be proved when it is shown that the HBEP for an OLS (V, C) implies that C is lineally closed. This was done in [l] under the assumption that V was finite dimensional.
In particular, in [l, Corollary 6.3] it is proved that a 2-dimensional OLS (V, C) has the HBEP if and only if the wedge C is lineally closed. It is clear that a wedge C in OLS V is lineally closed if and only if the intersection of C with any 2-dimensional subspace V2 of V is lineally closed in V2. Thus the theorem will be proved upon proof of the following lemma.
Lemma. If an OLS (F, C) has the HBEP then every 2-dimensional ordered linear subspace iV2, C2) of (F, C) has the HBEP (where C2 = V2DC is the positive wedge in the linear subspace V2 of V).
Proof of Lemma. Assume that (F2, C2) is an ordered linear subspace of (F, C) which does not have the HBEP. That is C2 is not lineally closed. Then it can be assumed [l, p. 219] that C2 is one of the following four sets: f: X -» V2, fix) = hix)bi + Mx)h, x E X.
Observe biEC2, so biEC. Then by [l, p. 219, Case 1 and p. 220, Case 2(i)], p is a sublinear function from Y to V2 with respect to the order determined by G, / is linear from X to Vi and p(x) -f(x)ECi, xEX. Further there is no linear extension F of / whose domain is all of Y, whose range is contained in Vi and such that p(y) -F(y)EC2, yE Y.
The assumption that (V, C) has the HBEP guarantees that there is a linear extension F of f whose domain is Y and whose range is a three dimensional subspace Vz of V which properly contains V2 and such that p(y)-F(y)EC3, yEY, where C3= F3PiC. Consider -F(l, 0, 0) =b3. Then bz^O and {bi, bi, b3} is a basis for Vs. Also,
Using the properties of a wedge, statements The assumption that (F, C) has the HBEP implies that there exists a linear extension F of / with domain R2 and range in a linear subspace F3 of F with induced wedge C3 = CC\ V% where F35 F2 and F is C3-dominated by q. As in Case 1, set -F(l, 0) = b3. Then, (i) qit, a)-Fit, a) = -iat)xi2bi+tb2+th, t^O, a^O; (iv) qit, a)-Fit, a) = iat/ia-t))b2+tbz, t<0, a>0.
(a) In (iv) set a = -dt, d>0, then id/id + l))tb2+tb3EC, t<0. Clearly, Q3 is a wedge. The wedge C3Z)Qz for if 7>0, (1) abi + yb2 G C2 C C3 for all a, and by (b),
(2) -kbi + lib* + bt) EC3, t > 0, k 5: 0.
Adding (1) and (2),
where (a -k)=ct is arbitrary, and />0. By (a), (4) 0&2 + Hd + l)/d)0b» EC3, d > 0, 0 < 0.
Adding (1) bi, to which is adjoined the closed half-ray through bi. If v is an element in C3 but not in Qi, it then follows that d either contains the closed half-space containing Q3 (if vEV2) or C3= V3 iilvEV2). In both cases -&1GC3, the contradiction.
Let iW, K) he an OLS where K is a set such that every 2-dimensional linear subspace of W intersects if in a wedge of type Cf. The set K is a wedge, for if vi and v2 are in K and V{ is a 2-dimensional linear subspace containing vi and v2 then VI cuts K in a wedge (of type C24)) and so vi+v2 and Xm, XgtO, are in V2T\KEK.
Further, K must be a half-space. For if vE W, let V{ be a 2-dimensional subspace of W containing v. Then F2 cuts if in a wedge of type Cf-Since such a wedge is characterized by the property that every nonzero vector (in its plane) or its negative, but not both, is in the wedge, it follows that K has this property also. Since K is convex, if is a half-space.
The wedge (F3, C3) (above) is an OLS of the same form as (IF, K). Additionally it is clear that the OLS (IF', K') where W is the sub- But there is no linear extension F of / with domain i?2 and range W which is A'-dominated by q. If there were such an extension F, the union of the ranges of q and of F would span a 3-dimensional subspace with basis Bi, Bi, B3 where B3 can be taken to be in the subspace W" bounding K' in W. Note that if w = a2Bi+aiBi+w" with w" in W" and w in K, then a2>0 or if a2 = 0 then ai^O.
Thus if Fi and g,-(* = 1, 2, 3) are the coordinate functions of F and q respectively, then the fact that q(t, a) -F(t, a) = (},(/, a) -F2(t, a))B2 + (qi(t, a) -Fi(t, a))Bi -F3(t, a)B3 is in K implies that (qi(t, a)-F2(t, a))B2+(qi(t, a) -Fi(t, a))Bi is also in K for all (t, a). Hence F', where F'(t, a)=Fi(t, a)B2 + Fi(t, a)Bh would be an extension of/, a contradiction of the fact that/ has no extension which is C2-dominated by q where C2 is the induced wedge of type C(i in the subspace F2 spanned by Bi and B2.
If (W, K) is an ordered linear subspace of (V, C) then, since (V, C) is assumed to have the HBEP, a linear extension F off will exist with range contained in V which is C-dominated by q. If W3 is the subspace spanned by the union of the ranges of F and q with induced wedge Kz=WzC\K, it follows that (Wz, K3) can be identified with (Vz, C3) considered previously (with C3 = Q3) upon identifying Bi with bi, B2 with b2 and B1.5 with b2+bz so that Kz = {v\ v = 0 or v = aiBi + 01.5.61.5 + #262 where a2 > 0, or a2 = 0, ai.5 > 0, or a2 = 0, ai.6 = 0, ai > 0}.
The ordered linear subspace (W, K) of V spanned by W and Bi_6 has induced wedge K=WC\C of the same type as K. This will be proved when it is shown that if wEW and w?±0, then wEK if and only if -u>EK. Let w=aBz+PBi.6+yBi+w" where w"GIF", the subspace bounding K', where K' is the wedge in W, the subspace bounding K. If a>0, then w = ui+u2, where ut= (a/2)Bi+f3Bi.bEKz and u2= (a/2)B2+yBi+w"EK. Therefore wEK3+KEK. If a<0, and wEK, then from the previous sentence, w= -aB2-p\Bi.s -iy + l)Bi-w"EK. Hence w+w= -BiEKnW=K, a contradiction, since BiEK.
If a = 0, 0>O, then w = H3BUi + (7 -1)50 + iBi + w") EKs + KEK.
If a = 0, 0<O and wEK, then from the previous sentence «= -05i.5 -iy + l)Bi-w"EK.
Therefore, u+w= -BiEKC\W=K, again a contradiction.
If a = 0, 0 = 0, then wEW. Hence, if w^O, wEK if and only if -wG-K\ Thus K has the form asserted. A Zorn's Lemma argument guarantees the existence of a maximal ordered linear subspace (IF*, K*) of (F, C) whose induced wedge if* is of the same form as if and which does not have the HBEP. The previous argument proves that (IF*, if*) = (F, C), a contradiction. Hence, no 2-dimensional cut of C by a subspace is of the type Cf. Thus, every 2-dimensional cut of C is closed and the Lemma and the Theorem are proved.
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